
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Preface 

The STAMINA project developed an intelligent decision support toolset that 

assists its users, first responders and national planners, at regional, national, 

and international level in predicting and managing pandemic outbreaks. With 

a co-design approach adopted by its consortium, STAMINA developed a 

toolset providing added value to its users, through the holistic framework for 

pandemic management it developed as well. To this end, an extended gap 

analysis was conducted to identify the critical points for improvement within 

the entirety of the pandemic management prism, especially mapping gaps in 

national legislation supporting pandemic policy measures across 11 countries.  

STAMINA White Paper II 

What we learned from the STAMINA project to combat the next pandemic 

 



 

 Legal frameworks support pandemic management  

 

 

 

 

 

Centerfold to effective pandemic management is pandemic 

governance, a system of dedicated procedures, emerging 

directly from the standing legislation framework, in regional, 

national, and international level1. PHLawFlu, another EU 

funded project resulted in finding that the legal landscape, 

that supported policy makers in regard to pandemic 

management, had been rather fragmented, while public 

health measures had been solely portrayed in guidelines2,3. In 

2017, PANDEMEU scrutinized the policy and legal frameworks 

of EU member states via case studies and literature review as 

part of EU’s pandemic governance capacity evaluation, as an 

analysis of the standing legislative provisions at a national level 

had been out of the projects’ scope objective and potential. 

Through an extended structured questionnaire and extensive 

individual and comparative analysis, the STAMINA project 

succeeded in not only identifying gaps in national legislations 

but also in highlighting the fields for improvement that need 

to be regarded at a higher level. 

In all consortium countries were established legislative provisions  permitting the issuance 

of emergency laws to restrict human rights and fundamental freedoms to protect public 

health in times of emergencies. However, for states’ continuity to be ensured all actors’ 

roles need to be portrayed clearly in the standing provisions, special interventions that 

enhance health systems’ potential to respond to an unforeseen surge in demand 

facilitated, and volunteers’ engagement integrated.   



 

 

 

 

 

The gaps identified in all respective countries’ pandemic 

management legislation framework concern specific managerial 

parameters. Mainly, they emerge from the inability of standing 

provisions to address operational preparedness and response 

functions adequately. Despite all consortium countries having at 

place pandemic preparedness and response plans, developed as 

integral parts of their overall emergency planning framework, 

updated as frequently as needed, implemented due to the Covid-

19 pandemic, after being adapted, a national pandemic 

preparedness planning committee is yet to be established in all 

countries, special operational plans for maintaining states’ basic 

functions haven’t been issued as well as mass casualties 

operational ones. 

Concerning the characteristics of each respective country’s 

pandemic operational plan, minimum variations are encountered 

among them. For their development and implementation, 

WHO’s preparedness framework for pandemic influenza was 

considered, while ECDC’s recommendations and guidelines were 

taken into consideration in many cases as well. However, robust 

epidemiological surveillance systems are required to facilitate 

early warning system’s procedures along with maintaining 

sentinel monitoring functions. Gaps in operational preparedness 

and response as emerged through our 2021 survey are 

summarized in the table below.  

 

 

 

 

Operational preparedness remains key competence 



 

Registries & Health data sharing 

 

 

 PREPAREDNESS RESPONSE 

AT 
Contact tracing services’ staffing/ 

Medical personnel reserves/ 

Interoperability 
New epidemic law needed 

CZ In multiple preparedness functions In multiple response functions 

FR In multiple preparedness functions In multiple response functions 

GR 
To be identified after overall’s 

response evaluation 
To be identified after overall’s 

response evaluation 

LT Not reported Not reported 

NL 
PPE/ICU beds/medical personnel/test 

capacity deficits 
PPE/ICU beds/medical personnel/test 

capacity deficits 

RO 
Emerged from the standing pandemic 

preparedness framework 
Overcrowded ICUs/ overwhelmed 

personnel 

SL No gaps identified Not reported 

ES 
Communications & interoperability 

gaps 
Correlated to the preparedness gaps 

TU No gaps identified In logistics 

GB 
To be identified after overall’s 

response evaluation 

To be identified after overall’s 

response evaluation 

 

 

All consortium countries keep official pandemic records and registries that 

present great similarities, considering the information they foreclose, 

including data on testing, positive cases, hospitalizations, vaccinations, and 

deaths. Despite, those registries serving their purposes at national level, 

there are case of regional registries as well. They are mostly public or open 

access, presumably via a governmental portal, frequently presented in user 



 

friendly dashboards. Al registries fall under the standing European 

legislation framework for data protection and comply completely with 

GDPR provisions, with United Kingdom’s exception that since its departure 

from the EU follows the UK-GDPR, based on the UK Data Protection Act 

2018. Besides the commonalities among registries and the common 

legislative framework health data sharing remains a challenging field 

requiring further improvement. 

 

 

 

 

A commonality between all countries has been either the partial or total 

absence of national procurement procedures for the public health sector 

that was legislatively restored amid the pandemic. Following the 

significant shortages many countries faced after the pandemic outbreak, 

national PPE stockpiles were established in most countries. In addition, 

shortages in disinfectants, ventilators, respirators, testing kits, reagents, 

medicines, and vaccines were experienced at distinct levels in different 

times during the concurrent pandemic encouraging EU’s joint 

procurement mechanism. When national procurement procedures 

mechanism was mostly deployed to satisfy each country’s respective 

needs the joint procurement mechanism was mainly deployed for 

purchasing vaccines.  

 

 

 

 

Most countries have established over the years a national vaccination 

strategy, depicted in a national vaccination plan, oftentimes, composed 

or/and adapted to the concurrent public health needs by the national 

vaccination committee. In the case of Covid-19, decisions regarding the 

national vaccination strategy were made by newfound dedicated 

committees or the standing national vaccination committee. Special 

Stockpiling  

 

 

     Vaccination 

Stockpiling  

 



 

vaccination protocols have been issued to facilitate herd immunity 

acquisition by covering a significant percentage of each country’s 

population with a vaccine. All protocols significantly resemble one 

another as they prioritize the vaccination of the elderly and healthcare 

workers, followed by the cohorts that present with the greater risk for 

severe covid-19, critical infrastructure and essential workers and last the 

general population. Primers are small pieces of DNA or RNA that are 

used in detection of virus/pathogens through the well-known PCR Tests.    

  

 

 

 

Cornerstone of crisis management is crisis communication. Many 

countries have composed national pandemic preparedness plans with 

integrated risk communication guidelines. Additionally, vaccine 

communication guidelines have been developed in all consortium 

countries either as national vaccination’s strategy’s provisions, or 

separately. A dedicated communications teams is imperative to be 

established per Ministry in all countries along with a  national strategy to 

combat disinformation. Even though, distinct state organizations and 

agencies foreclose all relevant pandemic information in their respective 

websites, dedicated websites and governmental portals, are important to 

be live as well soon after an epidemic or a pandemic outbreak to 

accommodate citizens’ information needs.    

 

   Communication & Risk Communication 
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We need to bridge those gaps before the next pandemic 

 
 

Despite the differences among the identified gaps, the majority of them 

comprise three very significant pillars of pandemic management, 

operational preparedness, epidemiological surveillance and risk 

communication. Moreover, they present related to critical epidemic and 

pandemic management capacities, such as the ability to meet the surge 

in demand for healthcare personnel, share securely health information 

and data, or to administrate pharmaceutical agents that are concurrently 

not fully licensed. 
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